One Ultra-Wideband Lumped-Element Loaded Antenna for Radio Instrument Measurement
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1. INTRODUCTION

In modern communication, especially in radio instrument/monitoring applications, the wideband antenna has always been an important research topic. There are several technologies applicable for the implementation of wideband antennas, and a most popular one is impedance loading, which can maximize the bandwidth of an antenna, but with a low efficiency. In recent years, a lot of work has been done [1-3]. With a suitable loading profile chosen, the traveling wave current distribution will be produced on the antenna, so that the electrical characteristics, including the input resistance and the far field pattern, will have the wideband property [4-8]. The suitable loading profile is the result of a trade-off between the bandwidth and the efficiency. A non-reflecting resistively loaded antenna can bring quite a wide bandwidth, but with an efficiency of no more than 50% [9-13].

Late-time ringing is caused mainly by multiple reflections between the open ends and feed point of the antenna, which indicates the narrowband nature of the antenna. The most widely used technique for increasing the antenna bandwidth (thus reducing late-time ringing) is resistive loading, in which the well-known Wu–King profile can be used to determine the loading distribution along the antenna. The main disadvantage of resistive loading is that it considerably reduces the radiation efficiency. In the case of the Wu–King profile, the radiation efficiency is shown to decrease to as low as 23%. To avoid this drawback, the use of non-dissipative reactive loading has been proposed. Nyquist and Chen suggested introducing a pair of lumped reactive elements and placing the elements at the respective optimal distance from the antenna ends to increase the antenna bandwidth by a certain frequency spectrum. Several investigators have proposed improved methods using distributed capacitive loading with different loading profiles. In addition, a combination of resistive and capacitive loading and empirically determined profiles have also been introduced.

It has been verified that capacitive loading keeps the radiation efficiency at 100%, that a combination of resistive and capacitive loading maintains the radiation efficiency between 40% and 60% (depending on the profile), and that resistive loading can in some cases reduce the radiation efficiency down to 30% [14-18]. However, research shows that resistive loading is the most effective one for suppressing late-time ringing, while capacitive loading (alone or in combination with resistive loading) still exhibits a relatively high level of ringing [19-23]. Furthermore, difficulties have also been shown in the practical implementation of nonlinear loading profiles (e.g., Wu–King) on planar structures such as bow-tie antennas.

Now with the increasing demand for indoor communication quality, technologies that use only outdoor base stations no longer meet indoor communication needs since electromagnetic signals are highly attenuated by building walls. Therefore, the indoor antenna distribution system is developing rapidly [24-32], and the performance of indoor antennas will greatly affect the performance of the whole communication system [33-45].

Antenna design for ultra-wideband (UWB) applications is facing many challenges as it is intended to achieve an extremely broad operating frequency range. One of the challenges is to miniaturize the antennas with a broad impedance bandwidth and a high radiation efficiency. Usually, a planar design can be used to reduce the volume of a UWB antenna, where three-dimensional radiators are replaced with planar versions. For example, a UWB antenna printed onto a piece of printed circuit board (PCB) is a good option for portable devices because it can be easily embedded into wireless devices or integrated with other RF circuits. In the design of a printed UWB antenna, the radiator, the ground plane shape as well as the feeding structure can be optimized to achieve a broad impedance bandwidth. Recently, high-permittivity ceramic has been applied by the industry to further
shrink the sizes of planar antennas surface-mounted onto PCBs. However, such UWB antennas often require additional impedance matching networks and/or large system ground planes. In addition, the printed UWB antenna consisting of a planar radiator and a system ground plane is essentially an unbalanced design, where the electric currents are distributed on both the radiator and the ground plane, making the radiation inevitable from the ground plane. Therefore, the performance of a printed UWB antenna is significantly affected by the shape and size of the ground plane in terms of operating frequency, impedance bandwidth and radiation patterns. Such ground-plane effects cause severe practical engineering problems such as increasing design complexity and deployment difficulty. What is more, in order to pursue faster, stable and convenient communication capabilities, a new generation of advanced mobile communication systems have been researched and put into commercial applications. However, different communication systems are incompatible with each other, and they each occupy a different frequency band - for example, 824-896 MHz is for GSM900/CDMA800 systems, 1710-2170 MHz for WCDMA/CDMA2000 systems, and 2570-2620 MHz/1880-1920 MHz/2300-2400 MHz/2496-2690 MHz for LTE Band 38/39/40/41 [46]. Therefore, an ultra-wideband (UWB) indoor antenna capable of covering multiple frequency bands at the same time is highly desirable. However, most ultra-wideband indoor antennas have three-dimensional structures and do not have low profile characteristics, making them difficult to manufacture and affecting the shape retention and decorativeness of buildings. On the other hand, patch antennas are featured with small size, light weight, low profile and easiness to manufacture, and their planar structures are also easier to be integrated with buildings, so an ultra-wideband indoor antenna with a planar structure has great advantages.

This paper presents a novel low-profile ultra-wideband indoor antenna formed by two slotted patches printed on a 0.8 mm thick dielectric substrate. With parallel and series resistors loaded, the surface current of the antenna is distributed in the form of traveling wave, thereby effectively widening the impedance bandwidth of the antenna. With the inductor loaded, the radiation efficiency of the antenna is improved. The proposed antenna can cover an ultra-wide band of 0.1 G-3.1 GHz and has high gain in its frequency band. Moreover, the antenna has a low-profile structure of 310×270×0.8 mm³. This paper gives a simulation and studies the experimental performances of the proposed antenna.

2. PROPOSED ANTENNA

The geometry of the proposed indoor antenna with detailed dimensions is shown in Figure 1. The proposed antenna, whose overall size is 310 mm in length and 270 mm in width, is printed on a 0.8-mm-thick FR4 substrate with a relative permittivity of 4.4 and a loss tangent of 0.02. The blue section is the dielectric layer, and the yellow region is metal.

As shown in Figure 1, the proposed indoor antenna consists of two slotted metal patches, which are located on the top of the dielectric substrate. The coupling between the two metal patches is strengthened by many bends. A chip resistor soldered to the 0603 package pad is connected at the bottom of the two metal patches and used as a load resistor. With the parallel and series resistors loaded, the surface current of the antenna is distributed in the form of traveling wave, thereby effectively widening the impedance bandwidth of the antenna. The indoor antenna is fed by a 50 ohm coaxial transmission line. The coaxial feeder is connected to metal patch 1 through the series resistor and the inductor, and the ground of the coaxial line is directly connected to patch 2.

![Antenna configuration](Image3)

Figure 1. Geometry of the proposed antenna

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 plots the measured and simulated S11 of the proposed indoor antenna with the dimensions given in Figure 1. The S11 parameter was measured in an anechoic chamber with the Agilent Network Analyzer E5063A. In the low frequency band, the measured data agree with the simulated results obtained using the commercial software CST [14]. However, as the frequency increases, the parasitic effect of the lumped device is intensified, and the measured data deviate from the simulated data, and after 3 GHz, the simulated data will not be accurate. It has a wide bandwidth from 0.1 GHz to 3.1 GHz, enough to cover most mobile communication bands.
The measured peak gain and radiation efficiency results of the proposed slot antenna are shown in Figure 3. Due to size and planar structure limitations, the antenna has a low gain and efficiency at 100MHz-600MHz. However, when the frequency is higher than 600MHz, the antenna gain rises to about 0dbi. Since the lumped device is added, the overall efficiency of the antenna is about 20%-30%. Such radiation efficiency and gain of the antenna can be accepted in practical applications.

The measured radiation patterns of the fabricated prototype at 156 MHz, 380 MHz, 698 MHz, and 1800 MHz in the anechoic chamber with far-field system are shown in Figure 4. At 156 MHz, the antenna gain is relatively low, but an omnidirectional radiation pattern can be observed. At 380, 698 and 1800 MHz, similar radiation patterns are generally observed, which proves that this antenna has good omnidirectional radiation performance at different frequency points.

Figure 5 depicts the simulated S11 versus the values of R1, R2 and L1, respectively. Take R1 as an example. When the resistance value is small, the performance of S11 at high frequency and low frequency is not ideal. As the resistance increases, the impedance performance of the antenna gradually increases. However, as the resistance value continues to rise, the impedance performance in the low frequency band becomes poorer. It can be seen that the value of the loaded lumped device has a large impact on the antenna S11, and the value being either too high or too low will have a bad impact on the antenna impedance matching. So, choosing the appropriate lumped device value is critical to antenna performance.
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- Figure 5. Simulated S11 of the proposed antenna with variations of values

4. CONCLUSION

This paper presents the design and fabrication of a novel low-profile ultra-wideband indoor antenna formed by two slotted patches printed on a 0.8mm thick dielectric substrate. With the parallel and series resistors loaded, the surface current of the antenna is distributed in the form of traveling wave. It can effectively widen the impedance bandwidth of the proposed antenna. With the lumped elements loaded, the radiation efficiency of the antenna can be improved. The proposed antenna can cover an ultra-wide frequency band of 0.1 GHz-3.1GHz and maintains high efficiency over the whole band. What is more, the antenna has a compact and low-profile structure of 310×270×0.8 mm^3. Considering the abovementioned attractive features, the proposed antenna can be used in electromagnetic field measurement, radio monitoring and visualization instruments.
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